








rates Deaths of Noted Writ-
ers, Lamb and Coleridge
EXHIBIT IN LIBRARY
In commemoration of the one hun-
dredth anniversary of the deaths of
Charles Lamb and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, the department of English
composition invites members of the
college to a lecture by Associate Pro-
fessor Edith Christina Johnson in the
Art Lecture room on Wednesday eve-
ning, October 10, at 8 o'clock.
The friendship of Lamb and Cole-
ridge was one of mutual stimulation
and devotion from their school days
at Christ's Hospital to the close of
their lives. After the death of Cole-
ridge in July, 1834, Lamb was often
heard to exclaim, as if the fact were
unbelievable, "Coleridge is dead!" His
own death occurred in December of
the same year.
Wellesley feels that it is fitting that
Miss Johnson should express its es-
teem for the poet and the essayist
since she is herself bringing out a
book on Charles Lamb entitled Lamb
Always Elia, through the Methuen
Company of London. It is now in
press and will be published the first
week in January.
Through the courtesy and coopera-
tion of Miss Lilla Weed, associate li-
brarian, there will be an exhibit of
Lamb and Coleridge material in the
Treasure room of the college library
beginning October 6, to last through-
out the month.
Craig Huntting Will Play
For October College Dance
Craig Huntting's Orchestra, fre-
quently heard at the Brae Burn Coun-
try Club, will play at the all-college
dance at Alumnae hall, October 13,
from 8:30 to 12:00 o'clock.
Tickets for both stags and couples
are 50c, but the number of stags will
be limited to 75. Tickets will be sold
at the ticket booth in Green hall
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Octo-
ber 11, 12, and 13, from 8:30 to 12:30.
No one may enter Alumnae hall
without a ticket. Entrance can be
made only at the two doors nearest
i
the drive on the side of the auditor-
! ium, or at the door by the boardwalk
i at the end of the ball room. Stags
i
must present their tickets at the door,
|
and couples, either tickets or money.
|
In this way the committee hopes to
prevent any possible crashing.
Mrs. Ewing, dean of residence, Miss
Knapp, dean of freshmen, Miss Lin-
coln, head of Homestead, and Miss
Wiggin, head of Noanett, will be the
i patronesses. Formal dress is requested.
Another dance will be held Novem-
!
ber 3 if this one is successful. The
' dance committee members are Mar-
I garet Gould, '36, Eleanor Van Hagen
j
and Dorothy Beal, '37. We shall ap-
preciate suggestions at any time.
BARN PRESIDENT TO BROADCAST
Priscilla Cowper Fortesque of the
class of '25, now manager of the
E. T. Slattery Company, will interview
Jeanette Sayre '35 in a short talk on
Thursday, October 11, at 9:40 A. M.
over station W. B. S. O. As president
of Barn she is the first of prominent
campus figures to be heard over the
air on these programs, which will occur
at the same hour every week.
Wellesley Graduate Heads
Art Courses At Stoneleigh
Dr. Effie MacKinnon, who received
her A. B. and M. A. at Wellesley and
her Ph. D. at the University of Illinois,
is in charge of the practical and liberal
arts courses at Stoneleigh College,
which opens this fall in Rye, N. H.
This new addition to New England's
educational institutions has facilities
for 150 girls, and plans are already un-
der way for more adequate accommo-
dations for its music and art depart-
ments, libraries, and study halls.
Dr. MacKinnon stresses the study of
English literature, writing, and oral
expression.
Classes are to be small discussion
groups. The college believes that this
method will develop greater talent
and individuality, and therefore the
required courses may be completed in
I two years.
Campus Cop Mistakes Bicycling
Instructors For Erring Freshmen
"Some girls walk on tippy-toe,




but faculty members refuse to saunter
or stroll or strut any longer. They ride
bicycles. Perhaps this year's over-
whelming number of freshman bicy-
clists have influenced their instructors,
or perhaps stories of Joan Crawford's
ten - miles - before - breakfast - to-
keep-thin method may have had some-
thing to do with it.
Miss McElroy and Miss Onderdonk
both have acquired shiny blue models
—
(from Sears. Roebuck's snappy fall
line)—and it is whispered that Miss
Taylor and Miss Johnson are soon to
Join their ranks. Miss Bushee, al-
though she doesn't intend to own one
of her own, has made a contract to
ride on Miss McElroy's handlebars to
and from classes. And Rumor has it
that Pres. Pen is seriously considering
abandoning Ariel for a trick little red
bike with balloon tires and free-wheel-
ing.
College government is hereby faced
with a serious problem—or rather a
series of serious problems. Must bi-
cyclists among members of the faculty
obey College rules concerning bicycles
or will they be allowed to pedal merrily
down Central Street, ride two or three
abreast in the dark, and speed along on
the sidewalks? To date, campus police-
men seem to have taken matters In
their own hands. Miss McElroy and
Miss Onderdonk report that they were
Jaunting cheerfully along after dusk
one evening when a rough voice hailed
them from the gloom. "Hey, where do
you two think you're going at this time
of night?" it shouted. "Don't you know
you're not supposed to ride after dark?
Get down from them bikes!" So the
law-breaking members of the depart-
ments of Biblical History and Philoso-
phy, respectively, meekly dismounted
and trundled their steeds dejectedly
home to Munger.
Although it is as yet a novel idea, we
foretell a big future for faculty bikers.
Of course, since the sport— (or shall
we say industry?)—is still pretty much
in its infancy there need be no rules or
regulations. But if it continues to
grow as signs seem to indicate, there
will soon have to be legislation
—some
means of distinguishing between fresh-
men and professors. It is dishearten-
ing enough for seniors to be mistaken
for members of the verdant class, but
Just think of what it will do to the
dignity of the head of some department
when a well-meaning '38-er accosts her
near the Bike-Rack with "You live in




Famous Actors Present Recent
Play, "Drama at Innish," at
'34 American Premiere
The Abbey Theatre Players of Dub-
lin, Ireland, will appear at Alumnae
hall at 8 P. M., on October 8. They
have chosen as their presentation for
the evening Drama at Innish.
This famous company of actors is
visiting Wellesley for its 1934 premiere
in America. After playing to large,
enthusiastic crowds in London, last
year, they are crossing the sea to
perform for American audiences,
opening, not at New York, but at
Wellesley college. Two years ago,
the players presented here The White-
Headed Boy and The Rising of the
Moon.
Drama at Innish, a play by Lennox
Robinson, is one of rich comedy, con-
cerning, as it does, the naive country
folk of Innish, who. after being ex-
posed to the psychological and intro-
spective drama of a traveling the-
atrical company, suddenly become a
worldly lot with an alarming col-
lection of complexes and inhibitions.
Professor Hart of the department
of English composition spoke very
highly of the play, mentioning in par-
ticular its "delicious humor." She
urges everyone to see it.
Tickets at $1 apiece will be on sale
at the ticket booth in Green hall
from 8:30 to 12:30 Friday, October
5, and Monday, October 8. All seats
will be reserved.
BARN PICKS THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS
Current Events Review
The Lindbergh case has continued
to occupy a large part of the front
page of the newspapers this week. Af-
ter the discovery in the Hauptmann
home of Dr. Condon's address and
nails identical with those used on the
ladder by means of which the abduc-
tion was effected, Bruno Hauptmann
was indicted on the charge of extor-
tion. It is interesting to note that a
leading Nazi newspaper has declared
that the Hauptmann publicity was an
attempt to discredit the Reich. Al-
though Hauptmann pleaded not guilty,
it is very likely that insanity may be
his defense, especially after his un-
successful attempt to conceal in his
cell a spoon purloined from his break-
fast tray.
(.Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
STUDENT HAS STYLE PAGE
Anita Wilson, 1936, winner of a na-
tion-wide women's clothes design con-
test held by Marshall Field & Company
of Chicago last year, now conducts a
fashion page in Formal, a new college
monthly which appeared for the first
time this month.
Formal aims to present a modern
college magazine to modern college
students and to serve as a medium for
advertisers covering this class market.
Professor Addresses Forum
On Present Nazi Situation
At the opening meeting of the Wel-
lesley Forum, Miss Elizabeth Donnan
of the department of economics, who
spent most of the summer in Germany,
will discuss conditions as she found
them there. The meeting will be
held on Friday evening, October 5, at
7:30 P.M., in T. Z. E. The Forum, a
student organization especially inter-
ested in the study of current problems.
Is this year divided into four groups,
the International Relations club, the
League of Women Voters, the Work-




Culled From Summer Reading
Judging from the reports submitted
by several of their number, the faculty
passed a highly literary summer.
Miss Johnson, of the department
of English composition, recommends
Louis Adamic's Native's Return for the
picture it gives of Jugoslavia. She also
was much interested in Edith Whar-
ton's Backward Glance, which she con-
siders valuable for the passages on that
writer's technique and for the glimpses
it gives of figures prominent in the
literary world. And for a highly re-
vealing study of a section of one's own
country, described so as to make it
seem like a foreign land, Miss Johnson
submits Carl Carmer's Stars Fell on
Alabama.
For the student of the classics or of
ancient history, Miss McCarthy of the
Greek department suggests /, Claudius,
by Robert Graves. While the book
should prove very entertaining for all
readers, Miss McCarthy is sure that the
more one knows of the period about
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
Absentees Should Arrange
Vote In Fall Elections
State and national elections for
governors, local legislative bodies, and
members of Congress will be held
shortly. These elections are of para-
mount importance because they are
the test of the New Deal.
A majority of states have made ar-
rangements for absentee registration
and voting, including Arizona, Arkan-
sas, Alabama, Colorado, California,
Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Illinois,
Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Minneso-
ta, Mississippi, Montana, Michigan,
Nebraska, Nevada, N. Y., New Mexico,
N. Carolina, N. Dakota, Ohio, Oklaho-
ma, Oregon, Texas, Tennessee, Utah,
Virginia, Vermont, Washington, and
West Virginia. Citizens who wish to
vote may communicate with their
home state and make the necessary
arrangements.
AT FALL INFORMALS
Program Consists of Comedies




will present their Fall Informals the
night of October 27 at 8 p.m., in Alum-
nae hall. They are giving three one-
act plays: The Little Man, by John
Galsworthy; two scenes from Anatol,
by Arthur Schnitzler; and The Artist,
by A. A. Milne.
A mass-meeting was held Tuesday
night, October 3, for all people desiring
to try out for committees or for acting
for the Informals, thus, if they succeed,
receiving active membership in Barn
until next fall. Try-outs were con-
ducted Tuesday and Wednesday, and
will be continued today and tomorrow.
The results of all try-outs will be an-
nounced Saturday morning.
The Galsworthy play, The Little
Man, will be directed by Jeanette Sayre,
'35. It is a satire on the lack of true
humanity in an emergency. All types
of people are represented: loud-
mouthed American tourists; a con-
servative Englishman; the cold-hearted
German; the silent Dutch; and then,
the Little Man, — humanity. — who,
stamped with the imprint of Barrie, is
naive, sweet, noble, lovable.
Jane Taylor, '35, is directing the two
scenes from Arthur Schnitzler's Anatol,
"Episode" and "The Farewell Supper."
Anatol is a vain philanderer with no
sense of humor who deceives himself
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)
LEGENDA ADDS TO STAFF
The Legenda takes pleasure in an-
nouncing the following new members
of its staff:
Sally Joy Waldron '35 Art Editor








Germany Calm and Hopeful Says
Student Returning From Heidelberg
By Olga Edmund, *36
It was in Hamburg a few hours
after landing that we got our first
glimpse of live National-socialism
when we saw our first brown-shirted
Nazi—the first member of that awe-
inspiring group who, as we had con-
scientiously learned from American
newspapers, ruled Germany in a reign
of blood and terror. We stared hard
at him from his polished brown boots
to the bright swastika band on his
arm. He didn't seem a bit ferocious
or terrifying, nor did he attempt to
crowd us roughly from the sidewalk
as we passed. In fact, he looked quite
tame and harmless—rather like a
weary Boy Scout returning from an
all day hike.
In Heidelberg, where I, along with
about thirty other American students,
remained for six weeks and took a
summer course at the university, we
had ample opportunity to observe the
colorful ritual and external trappings
of the Nazis. We soon ceased to stare
at Storm Troopers and accepted them
as a colorful and inevitable part of
the German landscape.
The streets were continually filled
with marching men in uniform—
brown-shirted S. A. men. blue-uni-
formed S. S. men all tramping along
to fill out their required quota of so
many hours and kilometers spent in
marching each week.
Then there were the younger men
of the Arbeitsdienst who, clad in olive
drab uniforms, marched briskly along,
singing Lore, Lore at the top of their
lungs, toward some work camp in the
mountains where they would spend
the day clearing away brush or
straightening the banks of a river. Or
we might see bands of Hitler Jugend,
youths not quite old enough to enter
the Arbeitsdienst, or troops of little
boys about eight years old who
weren't quite big enough to belong to
the Hitler Jugend. Girls, too. dressed
in blue skirts and middy blouses,
formed a part of the daily parade.
But although we had every chance
to observe National-socialism in the
streets, we found it difficult to engage
the Germans in discussions of a
political nature at first. They would
laugh at our curiosity and evade our
questions. Our first impressions were
that the Hitler machine worked pretty
smoothly, that the people were satis-
fied and content in the belief that
their country was in the hands of a
capable leader.
At the time of the "massacre of June
30" when so many of the Nazi leaders




Student Finds Breakfast More
Stimulating at Institute
for Social Progress
Editor's Note: This is the second
of a series of articles on highliglUs of
the Wellesley Summer Institute. They
are written by the four undergradu-
ates who attended the 1934 session:
Pauline Arkus '35; Leonore Epstein
'35; Elizabeth Nipps '36; and Marie
Ragonetti "36.
I have always maintained that in my
Utopia there would be a law against
lively conversation at the breakfast
table. One can never be at one's best
in the early hours of the day. Break-
fasts at Wellesley have always con-
firmed my belief, but after I had eaten
a few of them at the Wellesley Sum-
mer Institute for Social Progress, I
changed my views completely.
Not that the food was any different,
nor the weather more invigorating, but
somehow the discussions around our
breakfast tables always proved stimu-
lating enough to dispel that early
morning lethargy. I suppose this un-
usual phenomenon can be explained by
the fact that invariably a surprising
variety of people were sitting at each
table.
At college, during the academic year,
it is often the hardest thing in the
world to get a lively discussion started,
but when you find yourself seated over
grapefruit, scrambled eggs, and coffee
with someone whose views and back-
ground are completely different from
your own, an animated discussion or
argument is almost sure to arise.
I remember that one morning, when
I came down feeling especially uncom-
municative and sleepy, as luck would
have it I was asked to take the vacant
chair at a table where a pompous cor-
poration lawyer was airing his views on
the youth of today. After several min-
utes, I decided I should have to step in
and uphold the good name of youth.
He treated me in a kind and fatherly
manner, but left me to understand that
I was hardly old enough to be a judge
of the situation. Wearing, as on every
occasion, a tweed coat and matching
cap, and carrying a cane, he held him-
self up as a champion of private prop-
erty and the profit system.
For him social progress lies in the
road back to "normalcy" or to the
blessed state of '29. He is equally hor-
rified at the thought of fascism or
communism. He is vehemently opposed
to the growth of a labor movement in
the United States, going so far as to
orand as culpably mutinous any mem-
ber of a state militia who refuses to
obey orders to shoot down those of his
fellow citizens who may be striking.
When one of the labor leaders face-
tiously called him "comrade" one eve-
ning, he seemed annoyed at first, but
then, in the spirit of the Institute, and
with a realization of the humor of the
situation, he smiled benignly. Our
lawyer's chief delight—next to his eve-
ning game of bridge—was to throw out
a question that he knew would bring
on him a torrent of fiery objections.
Then he would sit back complacently,
tapping his cane, and say no more.
By the time we had finished our first
cup of coffee, we had temporarily set-
tled the problem of the modern gen-
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Professor Curtis Reviews
U. S. Senate Munitions Probe
Professor Edward E. Curtis of the
history department will speak on "The
Senate Investigates the Munitions
Racket" in the first current events lec-
ture of the year next Monday morning,
October 8, at 8:15. Tins lecture, which
will be presented in 24 Founders hall,
is very timely as the Senate's investi-
gation has engrossed newspaper head-
lines during the past few weeks. In
fact, legislation may come up for con-




Elizabeth Adams is working in the
rare book department of the Boston
public library.
Priscilla Boeshaar is in the auditing
department of the Federal land bank
in Springfield, Mass. Mary Taylor is
with the Second National bank in Bos-
ton. Several others are employed with
investment banking houses: Mary
Lindh is an assistant statistician with
Cummings and Ardery in Boston;
Marion Melius is a receptionist in the
office of R. Estabrook & Company in
Boston; and Geraldine Verge is with
Wood, Struthers & Company in New
York. Ellen Hall has written that she
is working in the Chemical Bank &
Trust company in New York.
In other offices are Margery Foster,
who is working in the actuarial depart-
ment of the New England Mutual In-
surance company in Boston, Edda
Kreiner, who is assistant in the Pub-
licity office here at Wellesley, and
Harriet Summers, who has been doing
work, part-time, in the office of the
Board of Admissions.
Rose Clymer has been appointed a
worker-in-training at the Sheltering
Arms in Philadelphia. Estelle Ander-
son in doing relief work in Bergen
County, in New Jersey. From Maine,
word comes that Mary Walker is en-
gaged in the same sort of work in her
community. Dorcas Jencks has writ-
ten us from Toledo, where she is a field
captain with the Girl Scouts.
Delphine Clarke has been appointed
a research assistant at the Presby-
terian hospital in New York. Another
Chemistry major, Mildred Finestone,
is a technician in Buffalo. Elsie Fowler
is a laboratory assistant at the Babies'
hospital in the Presbyterian medical
center in New York. Judith Smith is
working as a technician in the Barnes
hospital in St. Louis. We know that
Charlotte Rice was working in the
laboratory of the Lahey clinic in Bos-
ton this summer, and so far as we
know, she is still there. Charlotte
Schultz has just secured a position as
assistant in a doctor's office in Boston.
1 t
We recommend these books to
all persons interested in modern
poetry:
POEMS by W. H. Auden 52.50




Provided enough students are inter-
ested, the department of music will ar-
range for a class in carillon playing
under the direction of Mr. Lawrence
Apgar of Providence, R. I.
The class will meet on Wednesday
afternoons at 4:40 for a period of
twelve weeks. The tuition fee for the
course of twelve lessons will be $5.00
and will include the use of the clavier.
All students interested should con-
sult Miss Trask in the Music Depart-
ment office in Billings before Oct. 6.
C. A. NOTES
Students And The Christian World
Missi&Ji
THE Student Volunteer Group at
Wellesley is composed of those who
are vitally interested in the cause of
foreign missions. This year, the group
hopes to make the work and ideals of
the Movement more familiar to the
student body. The following quota-
tion from one of the Movement's lead-
ers states its general aim:
•HE affairs of mankind have never
been more complex or more inter-
locked than now. The possibilities of
unity and disruption are equally great,
and Christian missions share the so-
cial crisis. Yet Christian leaders of
all races are asking decisively for mis-
sionaries of the right kind; and behind
them must be a body of Christian peo-
ple who see the meaning of Jesus for
a human world that is 'all in the same
boat.' Such facts lead the Student
Volunteer Movement, through the
present economic revolution, to go on
interpreting the Christian World Mis-
sion—equally to those whom it will
call abroad and to those whose critical
loyalty it will require at home."
A CTING on the policy outlined by
** the Movement at its annual Coun-
cil early this fall, the Wellesley Stu-
dent Volunteers plan to cooperate with
the Student Christian Movement of
Boston in its year's program.
Here at Wellesley. we have planned,
tentatively, the following program:
1) To hold a discussion group on the
basis of The Christian Internation-
ale, or some other book presenting
the place of missions in the present
world situation.
2) To arrange for two or three
speakers who will serve to clarify
student thinking on the values of
Christian work in the foreign field.
3) To arrange for a visit of the New
England field secretary, Miss Wilhe-
mina Rowland, who will speak about
her work in China and hold indi-
vidual conferences.
4) To sponsor the distribution and
sale of the magazine, The Intercol-
legian and Far Horizons, and to work
in other ways for financial support
of the movement.
Our Wellesley leader is Ruth Keown,
107 Munger, who will be glad to talk to
anyone interested in working with the
group this year.
HENRY P. VAN DUSEN
THE preacher and leader of morning
chapel and 7:30 Vespers on Sunday,
October 7, is to be Henry Pitney Van
Dusen, well-known professor at Union
Theological Seminary. Mr. Van Dusen
is an editor and author of note. The
Wellesley college library has a copy
of Ventures in Belief, Christian Con-
victions for a Day of Uncertainty, by
Reinhold Niebuhr and others, and edi-
ted by Mr. Van Dusen. The library
owns also Ten Studies in the Sermon
on the Mount of which Mr. Van Dusen
was joint autt with B. M. Cherring-
ton. And there are in the library
three copies of his Plain Man Seeks for
God, published only last year. Mr.
Van Dusen has written articles which
have appeared in Christian Century,
the World Tomorrow, and the Atlantic
Monthly. Perhaps the most notable
of these are the two fine articles in
the July and August issues of the At-
lantic Monthly on the Oxford Group
Movement. Mr. Van Dusen is well
qualified by his experience to discuss
and appraise this arresting develop-
ment of our time.
The Vesper service will take place
at 7:30 Sunday evening in the Great
hall of Tower Court.
SCRAP-BOOKS AND TEA
"THERE is an urgent need for scrap-
* books at the Wellesley Hills con-
valescent home for children, so please
save all your magazines and bring
them to the C. A. office. At our regu-
lar Thursday afternoon tea we expect
to begin making these scrap-books, so
do come early if you can and help us
get started. As these teas are a new
venture, we again extend a welcome to
all those who like a bit of relaxing
and conversation after classes.
CLASSES HAIL FRESHMEN
A special step-singing took place on
Tuesday, October 2, at 7:15 o'clock.
The freshmen, contrary to all tradition,
assumed a premature dignity and sat
upon the senior steps while the other
three classes marched from the arch
of Founders hall down the hill. They
carried bright colored lanterns and




The conferences of the Personnel
Bureau begin this week with the stu-
dents with advanced standing. There-
after the regular program of confer-
ences with all students of the three
upper classes will follow.
These conferences are required and
are for the purpose of becoming ac-
quainted, of talking over vocational
plans, and of bringing up to date the
cumulative record kept in this office.
The Personnel Bureau feels that the
personal conference is the most im-
portant aspect of the work in that it
gives opportunity for a discussion of
individual plans and for suggestions for
training and for investigating occupa-
tions that are often little known by
the student.
The conference is not for the pur-
pose of telling the student what she
should do, but rather for giving in-
formation so that she may have facts
upon which to base her own plans.





people are dancing— this
season— at The Statlcr.
A famous orchestra
. . .
famous food ... a famous
place.
DINNER DANCING
in the Dining Room . . .
SUPPER DANCING







will be here all next week
beginning Monday
to consult with you
about your hair
No charge for advice, no
charge for answering
questions—and Filene's
is equipped to follow up
with Frances Fox treat-
ments and shampoos ex-
actly as in the Boston
shop!
BANKING CONVENIENCE
Banks are becoming more and more the
custodians of the funds of the people, of both
large and small means. This is due to a wider
appreciation of the value of banking convenience






a new series of college clothes
QUAD TOGS
Quadrangle clothes! From now 'til
June exams we intend to bring to
Wellesley every outstanding style for
__s=— college girls.
^N ISLE OF HARRIS TWEED
"QUAD" COATS
DETACHABLE SUEDE LININGS
Wear them flying open to show the
suede linings . . . they button in.
Interlined, too, so you'll be "set" for




Plaid linings . . . with buttons . . .
i'b to button into any coat. $3.95.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
IT was just a chance meeting of a
freshman and a senior; and it just
happened that the freshman was
dressed in gym uniform and socks
without the required long coat, and
that the senior was mindful of her
duty.
"You are not wearing a coat," re-
minded the senior.
"I know it," from the frosh.
"You realize, do you not, that you
are supposed to wear a coat with a
gym uniform?" questioned the senior.
"Is that so? And who are you to tell
me what I shall wear and what I shall
not wear?" demanded the frosh.
"A senior," was the reply.
"Oh. a mere senior," mimicked the
freshman. "I am going to tell my Vil
Junior about this outrage. What is
your name please?"
The senior gave her name as re-
quested and the two parted.
It doesn't take much imagination to
visualize the consternation of the Vil
Junior in question when little Miss '38
tells her story and shows her the name
she had written down, which happens
to be that of the President of A. A.
• « •
DERRY has noticed that you can't
* get away from that peculiar com-
bination of characteristics, brilliance
and forgetfulness, which culminates so
splendidly in the much maligned ab-
sent-minded professor. One of the
best examples of this particular phe-
nomenon occurred last week when a
student was introduced to a faculty
member whose course she had taken
the previous year. The student was
about to break in with something to
the effect that she and the instructor
were far from strangers since she had
for a year sat immediately facing the
desk, when the instructor looked hard
at her and exclaimed with disarming
friendliness, "Indeed, I am very glad
to meet you."
Still that is no worse than the story
of the Vil Junior who rushed to get
ready for Chapel (a good example for
her freshmen), ran out of her dormi-
tory chapel-bound, and presto forgot
what she was in such a hurry to do.
W7HEN a young lady approached
*» Perry and asked him for a nickel,
he hesitated; but when she explained
that she was taking up a collection to
get flowers for her housemother who
was ill, Perry reached deep in his
pocket and produced a dime. "Oh,"
said the young lady gleefully, "that's
fine. Now we have $4—almost enough
to get her a wreath."
• •
THE new music professor must in-
deed be impressed with the pro-
found knowledge which Wellesley
college students have of ancient civili-
zations and the easy familiarity with
which they can discuss the famous men
of yesteryear. Just why notable
Greeks should be the subject under
consideration in a music seminar,
Perry doesn't pretend to know, but the
fact remains that
-the class delved




even a few more. "And now," said the
new professor, "will someone kindly
name another famous Greek?" His
wish was promptly gratified when a
hand was raised in the back of the
room and a voice was distinctly heard
to say, "Mephistopheles."
• • •
A Sunday afternoon stroll took Perry
** past Green hall, where he spied a
man looking about him with puzzled
eyes. Perry strolled in his direction.
"It looks awfully deserted." said the
man dolefully.
"It does," agreed Perry.
"I've tried four doors and can't seem
to get in," said the man yet more dole-
fully.
"Why should you want to get in?"
asked Perry, aware of his disgraceful
curiosity. "There's no one there."
"Really?" asked the man with the
puzzled eyes. "Do you mean to tell me
that the girls have all gone out?"
Light began to dawn for Perry. "Are
you a Harvard freshman?" he asked
gently.
"Yes, but how did you know?"
"Then, dear boy." said Perry, ignor-
ing his question, "you must have the
wrong Tower."
ing under the impression that there
is just one route to the Vil.
T'WO girls thought they would startthe year off right by going to
Chapel Saturday morning. One was a
sophomore, the other a senior, and
neither had been to a formal chapel
before. At the end of the service they
found themselves seated in the middle
of the faculty section, and to the
amusement of everyone, filed out with
the austere professors while members
of their own classes stood respectfully
aside.
senior at the Tower for
o
A supper
** little sisters observed a lonesome
looking individual staring around in a
bewildered fashion. The helpful senior
inquired if she could help her find her
big sister. It turned out that the poor
thing was the new housemother of a
village dormitory.
* •
T~»HIS is a story on one of the mem-
* bers of the enthusiastic class of '38.
This freshman arrived at her first 101
Spanish class early. She was very
much upset to find that the entire class
conversed in eloquent Spanish. This
was too much for the lass, who prac-
tically resolved to leave college. At
the end, she discovered it was a 302
class.
* • •
SATURDAY, one of our hardworking
juniors, feeling that she merited a
bit of recreation, bought a newspaper
for its theater announcements and
boarded the train for Boston. Com-
fortably settled, she turned to the
movie section and found, to her dis-
may, that she had bought a New York
paper.
* * *
A PPARENTLY the freshmen haven't
** a patent on stupidity. A senior,
inspired by Miss Hart's enthusiasm for
the Irish Players, inquired about the
price of seats, and then was very
much surprised to discover that they
were not included in the concert
series.
H, yes, Perry is always eager to
lend a helping hand to any mem-
bers of his own sex who find them-
selves in Wellesley without the ghost
of an idea what to do next. Take, for
instance, the old case which turned up DERRY would like to apologize to
the other day. A carload of young Mr " Greene for the story that the
gentlemen pulled up beside Perry and
called to him, "You see. it's this way,
buddy, we don't know beans about Wel-
lesley and we need some advice." Well,
!
he heard one of the students say:
overwrought editors published about
him last week. But he would also
like to add, by way of comfort, that
aomiiio
TO NEW YORK?
...The BARBIZON is New York's Most
Exclusive Residence forYoung Women
ATTHIS modern club residence
^ for students and business
and professional young women,
your dollar buys more than a
room and a mail box. Here the
wide-awake young college
woman may cultivate charming
friendships.. .find mental stimu-
lation. ..an opportunity for rec-
reation—all under one roof.
• Send for the new Barbizon
booklet—or check in for a few
days on your arrival.
AS UTTIE AS $10.00 PER WE6K
AS IITIIE AS $ 2.00 PER DAY
Wtilo lor the Barbizon Booklet "f"
iy/ije-LoaroL
Nmw Yoih'i Moil




all they wanted to know was how to
get hold of the girls and what to do
after they got hold of them. Perry
found the request rather startling, but
matters were cleared up when it be-
came evident that they were under the
impression that men were not allowed
in the dormitories, and further that
the girls were not allowed to ride in
automobiles with men.
p-OR years, Perry has been listening
* to the grumblings and puffings of
students as they trod the hills and
vales of Wellesley. And Perry, being
a cheerful soul, has rather resented
their incessant complaints. But at last,
Perry discovered an honest-to-goodness
outdoors girl, one who enjoys walking.
She lives in the Quad, and Perry has
seen her make repeated trips to the
Vil on foot. Each time she has gone
the campus route, out Homestead gate,
past Eliot and Noanett, to the center
of the thriving metropolis of Wellesley.
"She is not one to complain of walk-
ing," thought Perry, "no short cuts for
her, ho sir-ree." And then, alas, he
found that she is a freshman who has
for two and one-half weeks been labor-
"Well, one thing to be thankful for
is that Mr. Greene is still with us."
• • •
T^HE first day of class Perry heard
* one of the foreign language in-
structors magnanimously say to her
class, "You may write in any lan-
guage you please." Catching sight
of a Chinese student in the class she
hastened to add, "Any language I
can understand."
DY an astonishing incident it recent-
*-* ly occurred to Perry that the world
is not such a small place, despite the
saw to the contrary which old friends
will quote when they bump into you in
odd corners. He was standing outside
a country store last month passing the
time of day with the natives and inci-
dentally gathering material for his new
book, the title of which is yet to be re-
vealed, when a sophisticated miss drew
her roadster, bearing a Wellesley stick-
er on its windshield, to the curb. One
of the natives pulled his whiskers,
scratched his head and queried, "Well-




ofInformation on All Subjects ^SSSsk,
Webster'sCoIlegiat^™
Hhe BestAbridgedDictionary
The volume Is convenient for quick reference
work, and altogether the best dictionary fordesk work of which I know."-PoioeH Stewart,
Vept. of English, University of Texas.
Presidents and Department Heads of leading
Universities agree with this opinion.
Tho Largmil of lha Mrrrlam-Wcbiter
Abridgments
1OG.000 entries, including hundreds of new
words with dellnltlous, spellings, and correct
usr;nGazetteer;aBioorai>iiit al Dictionary;
Foreign Words and Phrases; Abbrevia-
tions; Punctuation, Use of Capitals.
Many other features of practical value.
1,208 pages. 1,700 illustrations.
See It At Your College Bookstore
or Write for Information to the
Publishers.
G. & C. Merriam Co..
Springfield, Muas.
Wellesley Concert Fund—Season of 1934-1935
DR. HAMILTON C. MACDOUGALL. Manager
Season Tickets, including reserved seat, $8.00
at the Wellesley Thrift Shop, 34 Church Street, Wellesley
Telephone Wellesley 0915
If ordering by mail, cheques to the order of the
WELLESLEY CONCERT FUND
Five Concerts by Artists of Internationa! Fame
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1934




SYMPHONY. No. 5. in E minor. Op. 61
Andante—allegro con animn
Andante cantabile con nlcuna licenzo
Volse, allegro modcrato
Finale, andante mncstoso—allegro—allegro vivace
—Intermission
—
RHINE JOURNEY. "Dusk of the Gods"
LA PROCESSION NOCTURNE*
RUSSIAN SAILOR DANCE, from "The Red Poppy"
• First time in Wellesley
Thursday. November 22, 1934, KREISLER; Thursday, December 13









AT WELLESLEY DISPLAY SHOP
OCTOBER 8 and 9
Here are some of the smart clothes we're bringing —
Campus Classics
including Scotch Munro tweeds and Munro hand-
loomed sweaters in luscious colors; divine hand-
woven Shetland tweeds and hand-knit Shetland
sweaters; famous Good Shepherd sweater sets,- top-
coats and sports jackets by Langrock of New Haven.
For Week Ends
Smart bright-color wools and silks for the Big
Games and fraternity teas,- fur - trimmed coats,
copies of Paris successes,- fur - trimmed suits, in-
cluding that grand lapin-coat-tweed-suit combined.
Glitter and Glamour
for the evening, in devastating dance frocks, the
new robes de style, sheath gowns, off-the-shoulder
picture frocks,- new long evening wraps and cute
little jackets.
Winter Sports Togs
from Best's famous Winter Sports Shop, including
ski suits and accessories, with new St. Moritz and
Kitzbuhel fashions.
Smart Miscellanies
including woolies, and pure silk hand-made
undies from Puerto Rica,- and distinctive accessories
from Best's Accessory Shop.
and
BEST'S BALMORAL BRACKENS
first appearance of these grand new Scotch tweeds with
the little " bracken " fleck. You'll see them in suits, top -
coats and skirls — and we're quite sure you'll like them !
!tet&Co\
Fifth Avenue at 35th Street
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Send Home Your Vote
During the next two months, the New
Deal is due for a severe test. In all the
states from which Wellesley's students
come the November elections will de-
cide issues which are the core of
New Deal controversy, and will put into
office men who may eventually make
or break the present regime.
The importance of this year's polls is
too great for any voter to overlook. And
there are many voters among Welles-
ley's upperclassmen,
Most states make ample provision
for absentee voting. May we suggests
nay, urge—that every member of the
college who is of age discover what pro-
visions her state makes regarding regis-
tration and voting, and forthwith act
upon them?
Nor is it enough merely to vote for
the sake of voting. The political con-
ditions of today call for an extremely
thoughtful citizenship. Your vote
throws as much weight in the balance
on one side or the other as anybody
else's, regardless of the current Ameri-
can skepticism to the contrary.
The political affairs of your own state
are worth investigating, intelligently.
True, you follow national and inter-
national news, but do you know who is
mayor of your own city, and whether
he should be or not? Local affairs
touch you much more closely than
perhaps you realize. More taxes go to
local government units than to the
national treasury; yet most of us fume
over the national budget and forget
about how our money is spent at our
own doorstep.
Perhaps the question of tax-paying
seems rather remote from the college
girl voter; but it is only one of the
many problems which will face her
with grim reality when she graduates.
It is well to start using her vote as a
weapon against them right away.
So send home your vote, and make
it count!
optimistic enough to think that well
begun is half done. The experiment
has turned out well so far; here's
hoping it improves with age.
Experiment Succeeds
Experimentation is a risky thing, but
often the results more than Justify the
risks taken. The attempt to do away
with radio quiet hours in the dormi-
tory is already proving that we are
more than able to use with discretion
some additional freedom from restric-
tion.
In the days when the playing of
radios was limited to the time between
quiet hours, it was a common thing
for 9:30 p.m. to be a signal for every
radio n the various houses to be turned
on to its fullest volume. Now not
only the quiet hours but even the
hours between are free from un-
wonted and unwanted noise.
Probably there will be a few skeptics
murmuring "new brooms," but we are
"Tortuous" Collars
The other night two seniors were
complaining about '.he formal collars
they wear with cap and gown. The
collars seemed to them a mild form of
torture and "the college must be insane
to insist upon them." The college does
not insist upon them. Each year the
coming senior class is given the privil-
ege of deciding for itself whether or not
it shall wear formal collars and wheth-
er it would like hoods. The class of
1935 made its decision last June in
favor of the "tortuous" collars.
Had the consensus of opinion in the
senior class been as strongly opposed
to the present costume as these two
seniors would have us believe, how
could the class have voted affirmatively
on the question? Can it be that no
one attended the particular class meet-
ing? If so, then the fault lies with us
and we must criticize just ourselves
and let our complaints be silent ones.




It seems incredible even
to us, who have never
been known for our
exuberant college-feeling,
that Wellesley should be
as deserted as it was last week-end
Not only was it the first week-end
of the college year, but there was
also an entertainment worth attend-
ing Saturday evening in Alumnae hall.
Why so many of our young colleagues
should have so soon acquired a sense
of prison walls instead of a realiza-
tion of new freedom and wider hori-
zons remains for us a dismal mys-
tery. If those who left Friday or
Saturday for New York, New Hamp-
shire or Connecticut had remained, if
those who went to the "Met" Satur-
day or Sunday had gone instead to
the Dunsany play produced by Barn-
swallows, the college would not be so
much a victim of mass-chaos brought
on by individual inability to fit in
with the rhythm of college life. De-
parture at such a time as this seems
to us inadvisable and to a certain
extent unwholesome.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
KEEP US UP TO DATE!
To the Wellesley College News:
The idea introduced in the editorial
column of this paper last week, to the
effect that Wellesley should present a
course in current events, deserves a
community vote of assent. Granted
that courses in economics make some
attempt to follow the financial news of
the day, and that some history courses
occasionally refer to the daily paper,
there still remains a crying need. The
modern college girl, supposedly an in-
telligent, cultivated woman, should be
aware of the events transpiring in the
world around her, and of their signifi-
cance. A transitory glance at the paper
will not do the trick. But the number
of newspaper subscriptions would seem
to indicate that the interest is there.
A course as described, consisting of
lectures three times a week, without
credit, or, if an examination is given,
with credit, would be popular and
profitable. An effort should be made
to keep it sufficiently elementary so
that students whose historical back-
ground is slight need not find it be-
wildering. Could it not be tried?
1935.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
To the Wellesley College News:
Bamswallows wishes to call the at-
tention of the student body to the per-
formance of the Abbey Theater Players
at Alumnae hall on the evening of Oc-
tober 8. It is not often that we are able
to present a company of such distinc-
tion as the state subsidized dramatic
company of Ireland. It seems un-
necessary to point out that we can not
bring Broadway artists to Wellesley
without the support of the students.
You would take advantage of this op-
portunity in New York. Remember it
is to be their American premiere in a
play which was immensely successful
in London last season, and make the




To the Wellesley College News:
Would you like to see your pictures
in print? Here's your chance! We
want this year's Legenda full of pic-
tures of campus life, pranks, events,
and girls from all classes. So, one
and all, bring your snapshots and
negatives to me at 234 Tower. '35, we
want pictures of all four years. Please
do not write on the pictures, back or
front. If you want to make any com-
ment, write it on a piece of paper and
paste it on the back. I guarantee the




To the Wellesley College News:
On Wednesday, September 26, more
than 100 Boston University Law stu-
dents assembled and formed the first
Bacon & Haigis College Club.
The Bacon & Haigis College Clubs
are designed to provide an effective
outlet for the political effort and per-
sonal influence of students who are
not ordinarily active in politics but
who. through their club, can assist in
assuring to their native Common-
wealth "honesty in government."
As Director of the Bacon & Haigis
College Clubs I am endeavoring to
form such a club in each and every
college in Massachusetts as well as in
out of the state colleges where a large
number of Massachusetts students are
studying.
In order to facilitate the formation
of such clubs an invitation is hereby
extended to students who are interes-
ted in organizing such a club in their
college to attend a buffet lunch at the
Hotel Bellevue, Boston, on Friday,
October 5, at 8 P. M.
At this time college representatives
will be instructed in the methods to
be followed in organizing their local
Bacon & Haigis College Club. A pro-
gram of outstanding speakers and en-
tertainment will follow.
In order to make the necessary pre-
parations admission will be by invita-
tion only. These invitations may be
secured by writing to Alexander
Welch, Director of Bacon & Haigis
College Clubs, 20 Beacon Street, Bos-
ton. Applications for invitations will
close Thursday, October 4.
In requesting an invitation, please
give full name, address, college, age
and any particular college activity you
may be active in. such as.- .iebatlng,
athletics, glee club, and also any par-
ticular information you believe would
be helpful to us.
Alexander Welch, Director.
Bacon & Haigis College Clubs
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
To the Wellesley College News:
Only lately did I know that the job
which I now have existed. In case
you might still be unenlightened let
me tell you about it. Did you know
that under the C. G. there is an officer
called Chairman of the Poster Com-
mittee whose job it is to see that all
sorts of college functions are effective-
ly advertised? This is done by means
of handmade posters. These can be
very attractive and, if so, certainly do
help to spread word around and to
arouse the well known college spirit.
This year my committee and I hope
to make a great number of posters
which more than satisfy the public
and most especially the various or-
ganizations which commission them.
We certainly hope that this year you
will feel that it pays to advertise. The
prices range from fifty cents to one
dollar according to the size, amount
of work, whether a picture is used, etc.
In order that your posters may re-
ceive the proper and careful planning
they deserve I suggest that you place
your orders a week or two before you
desire the finished product, though
posters can be made in much shorter
time. One can find order blanks in
a box on the desk just outside the
main information office. One merely
fills them out and leaves them there
for collection. In the case of a large
volume of business, all prices may
drop and there may be special prices
for large orders.
Sarah Joy Waldron, '35
Chairman of Poster Committee
LAMENTATIONS
I am one that hath known distress
From the cause of my wealth.
Stuart's hath lured me and caused me
to spend
In extravagance and not in thrift.
Surely away from him I cannot turn
Again and again all day.
My shoes and my purse have been
worn out;
My radio tubes have been broken.
One might build around me and en-
compass me
With the books I have bought.
I have been made to dwell in a small
chamber
,
That needeth the light of new curtains.
They have drawn the dollars from my
purse
Beyond the means of my spending.
I am become a derision to all my
friends,
And their song all day.
I am filled up with bitterness,
I am sated with wormwood.
COLLEGE JNTOTES
MARRIED
Eleanor Lawson, ex-'35, to Wil-





'35 Selma Ruth Silverman to Arthur




'31 Margaret Clark Stevens to Mr.
Charles H. Stevens, June 6.
'31 Theodora Douglas to Mr. Arthur
Anderson, Sept. 23.
'31 Julia Van Gorder. ex- '31. to Mr.
Alan P. Mackinnon, Jr., Aug. 3.
'32 Ann Sommerich to Mr. Ernest
H. Leach, Sept. 8.
'32 Sylvia Glass to Mr. Max Gold-
frank, Oct. 1.
'32 Elizabeth Hare to Mr. Philip
Foisie, Sept. 14.
'33 Mary Jane Mills to Mr. James
Devlin, Sept. 13.
ENGAGED
'32 Marjorie Birnbaum to Mr. Fred
Hailpern.
'33 Mary Eleanor Poland to Edmund
K. Dawes.
'33 Isabella M. Lee, ex-'33. to Dr.
Edward C. Elsey.
'34 Adra S. Armitage to Dr. R. Ken-
neth Fairman.
LUGUBRIOUS LITANIES
The bells that they ring
With a clear harsh zing
Are a shock any hour of the day,
But why must they peal
With particular zeal
At the dawn of a dark Sunday?
• • •
With a bang, bang, bang, I hammer
At the nails upon the wall.
With a bang, bang, bang, I batter
Till the neighbors raise a squall,
But they won't stay in at all,
Oh, they fall right out of the wall.
With a long, lame limp I lumber
With my clothes from out the hall,
And I jam them in the closet
Where they're packed from wall to
wall,
But they just won't fit at all,
Oh, they flow right back to the hall.
• • •
The rain was raining all around,
It lay in puddles on the ground,
It dripped from sills and eaves and
nooks,
From curls and capes and arms of
books,
And boy, did it get dirty looks.
CAMERA
Adonais
Had his picture took
To put in this year's
Senior book.
He felt entitled
To at least one page
In view of his
Exceeding age.
He sat for the picture
With light in his face
While the tassel tickled his ear
(His tail was curled in the rear),
But he couldn't repose
iWhen it tickled his nose
And he yelped a kachoo
In the camera's face







In point of view
That very few
Of the syncoped tunes ever vary.
BORN
To Mary Broderick Chomeau,
son and first child, August 26.
'32, a
EPITAPH
Class-cutting girls, bicyclers, must,
Like procrastinators. come to dust.
The News regrets that the announce-
ment of Phoebe Ballou's engagement to
Arthur T. Gregorian was mistakenly
included under the heading of mar-
riages in last week's issue.
SYMPATHY
I sympathize with Noah
As if he were my blood.
I shudder and I shiver
At every rain-drop's thud.
I'm nauseated at the sight
Of gooey, slimy mud.
So I sympathize with Noah









THE FLIGHT OF THE QUEEN
In attempting to produce Lord
Dunsany's The Flight of the Queen,
Barn set for itself a high goal of artis-
tic achievement in which they suc-
ceeded admirably. There was an ex-
quisiteness to several of the scenes of
this one-act mystic play which would
be hard to repeat.
Dorothy Harris, '35, as the Queen
Bee, portrayed the delicate beauty and
fated destiny of this sovereign of the
hive. In the last act particularly she
rose from her former lassitude and as-
sumed the dignity of the awakened
queen with a change of voice and of
manner which was very creditable.
Barbara Jacobs, "35, assumed the part
of the most aesthetic of the hundred
princes in such a way that one sensed
completely her sensitiveness to the pur-
pose of the author.
The first scene is the five princes
meditating on the futility of the idle-
ness of the hive. "To us alone the idle
hours are given," they sing, and in
unison they take another draught of
wine. The situation is funny, the ac-
tions are funny, and to a certain ex-
tent the audience did not appreciate
the underlying humor of this scene.
Frances Emery, '36, as the Overlord of
Moomoomon conveyed the humor by
her intonations admirably and was
helped considerably by Jane Taylor, '35.
All the other characters of this scene
were in keeping with the spirit of the
play, including the old retainer whose
horror of breaking tradition seemed
profound.
What the play may have lacked of
practice, shown in frequent anticipa-
tion of lines on the part of all of the
cast, was compensated for by the en-
thusiasm of the actors and the courage
and foresightedness of those in charge
of the production in wanting to pre-
sent to Wellesley an interpretation of
the mystic Irishman, Lord Dunsany.
To all the committees and particularly
(
to the lighting committee may we ex-
tend congratulations for the atmos-
phere they achieved by their art. Sin-
cerely do we appreciate the effort put
into this production of The Flight of
the Queen.
M. C. O'L., '35
TREASURE ROOM EXHIBIT
The year 1934 marks the centenary
of the death of two English writers,
Samuel Taylor Coleridge on July 25
and Charles Lamb on December 27.
Throughout the English-speaking
world honor is being paid to these
two friends, both of whom made out-
standing contributions in the field of
English literature. The Wellesley col-
lege library takes pleasure in announc-
ing an exhibition of original autograph
letters and first editions to commemo-
rate the centenary of the death of these
two authors. It is intended to some
extent to illustrate the lecture to be
given on October 10 by Frofessor Edith
C. Johnson of the department of Eng-
lish composition on the subject: Cole-
ridge and Lamb, Their Friendship and
Their Work.
Among the rare treasures in the
English Poetry Collection, which was
given to Wellesley college by Professor
George Herbert Palmer in memory of
Alice Freeman Palmer, the first editions
of the works of Coleridge have a dis-
tinction because of their interesting
associations.
There is Coleridge's first book, The
Fall of Robespierre. This tragedy was
projected by three friends, Coleridge,
Robert Southey, and Robert Lovell.
Coleridge wrote the first act and the
work was published under his name in
1794.
Poems on Various Subjects was is-
sued in 1796 when Coleridge was twen-
ty-four years old. This volume con-
tains one poem by Sara Fricker to
Coleridge written just before her mar-
riage to him.
It also contains four poems by
Charles Lamb. Coleridge refers in the
preface of his volume to Lamb's con-
tributions as follows:- "The effusions
signed C. L. were written by Mr.
Charles Lamb, of the India House—in-
dependently of the signature their su-
perior merit would have sufficiently
distinguished them."
The Treasure room copy belonged to
Dorothy Wordsworth and it has her
signature, Dora Quillinan, on the in-
side cover of the volume. The fol-
lowing presentation inscription is on
the fly-leaf:- "Dora Wordsworth
from her affectionate cousin, John
Wordsworth."
In 1797 Coleridge wrote a tragedy,
Osario, which was rejected by Sheridan
and Kemble at Covent Garden. He
revised the play and it was printed in
1813 under the title Remorse. In Jan-
uary of that year, through Lord
Byron's influence, it was produced
successfully at Drury Lane Theatre.
The Prologue was written by Charles
Lamb. Southey writing to a friend
said, "I never doubted that Coleridge's
play would meet with a triumphant re-
ception." The copy in the English
poetry collection is one given by Cole-
ridge to Mr. Dibdin and has the au-
thor's presentation inscription on the
title-page. At the top of the page Cole-
ridge has written "corrected copy" and
the text has numerous corrections and
annotations by him. The copy of Fears
In Soltitude, 1798, formerly belonged to
Dorothy Wordsworth, the poet's sister.
No author's name appears on the
title page of Lyrical Ballads. Coleridge
and Wordsworth agreed to combine
forces in a volume where "Wordsworth
should exemplify the power of giving
interest to the commonplace by ima-
ginative treatment while Coleridge
should make the supernatural interest-
ing by the dramatic truth of the emo-
tions aroused." The Lyrical Ballads
was the result. The copy in the ex-
hibition once belonged to Wordsworth's
friend, Francis Wrangham, and it has
his autograph on the title-page.
Another interesting association vol-
ume is A Lay Sermon Addressed to
Dresses
$Q.95 ,„ $7.95 The Fashion Shop




Martino's Sanitary Barber Shop
The largest and best shop where you may secure the lat-




Shampoo and Finger Wave §1.00 Manicure .50
Marcel Wave .75 Haircut .50
Facial .50 Scalp Treatment 1.00 - 1.50
Free manicure with shampoo and finger wave on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday
Latest and most modern equipment
Eugene Special or Frederic Vita Tonic Permanent Wave
$5.00 and $8.00
FOR APPOINTMENT TELEPHONE WEL. 1371
Conveniently located at
540 Washington St. Wellesley Square
the Higher and Middle Classes on the
Existing Distresses and Discontents,
1817, which contains many annotations
and notes by Coleridge in preparation
for a new edition.
Southey, wishing to assist Lamb, pro-
posed to the publisher Longman that
Lamb should prepare a volume of Ex-
tracts from the old poets. Southey
wrote to Coleridge, "Lamb shall take
the job and the emolument—for whom
in fact I invented it, being a fit thing
to be done and he the man fit to do
it." From this suggestion came the
arrangement by which Specimens of
English Dramatic Poets was com-
missioned by Longman and published
in 1808.
The book by which Lamb is best
known is undoubtedly Elia: Essays
Which Have Appeared Under That
Signature in the London Magazine.
Our collection contains a first edition
of this printed in 1823 and of Lamb's
last volume. Album Verses, dedicated
to Edward Moxon and printed by him
in 1830.
To Frofessor Edith C. Johnson we
are indebted for the loan of a collec-
tion of interesting photgraphs of the
circle of friends of Lamb and Coleridge
and for some first editions by Mr. E.
V. Lucas. The Life of Charles Lamb
and At the Shrine of St. Charles, au-
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which it is written, the more one will
profit from it. She also read Greek
drama during the summer, and recom-
mends it unreservedly.
Miss Taylor, the new member of the
Greek department, spent part of the
summer reading a fascinating, if rather
encyclopedic, treatise on the names of
Oregon. But she concedes that readers
of other than northwestern origin
would not be as interested in it as she
was.
Miss Whiting, of the department of
English literature, read and enjoyed
Forster's biography of G. Lowes Dick-
inson, which she believes has a triple
appeal: to readers interested in the
League of Nations, to those interested
in a great personality, and to those
who like to read about life in Cam-
bridge University.
Another book which Miss Whiting
recommends as a highly readable crit-
icism of modern literature is Spar-
ow's Sense and Poetry.
Miss Hawk, another member of the
English literature department, insists
that she learned more about good hor-
ses than about new books this summer.
Of the recent fiction which she has
read, however, she enjoyed Seven
Gothic Tales, and Samuel Rogers'
Dusk at the Grove.
\X cli-slincl naOeUu a oil nlaaSUAe
An Evening at
THE BRUNSWICK CELLAR
Kje.aiuA.ltva ... a sensational and un-
usual group of continental artists and
the Balaika Orchestra direct from 8 years
at the Russian Bear in New York . . . and
Raymond Pugh's Ensemble Dance
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Dinner. 23 francs.
Pension terms from 60 francs.
A. LERCHE, Manager
Cable Address: Jamalbnny 111 Paris.
INSTITUTERS FIND
BREAKFASTS LIVELY
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 1)
eration and were discussing the pros
and cons of social service work. One
of the social workers held the opinion
that federal relief schemes and social
insurance can never take the place of
individual case work and private aid.
To her dismay, mi industrial worker
challenged her view, contending that
the methods of the social service or-
ganizations today are makeshift and
unscientific.
According to the more radical group
in the labor movement, to which this
breakfast companion belongs, the ac-
tivities of social workers are merely
feeble efforts to placate the laborers
and uphold the tottering capitalistic
system. Imagine the well-meaning so-
cial worker's consternation when she
was classified as "just another of those
reformers." a term used by radical
groups to describe those who painfully
try to patch up an outworn system,
rather than searching for a more satis-
factory scheme. To hear these two dis-
cuss their views, without growing at
all angry or unfriendly, was worth any
amount of textbook analysis of the
comparative value and futility of social
work.
At the table, there was also a young
German woman who had been secretary
of one of the largest trade unions in
Germany before the advent of Hitler.
Upon the latter's rise to power she was
forced to flee from the country, and
here in the United States she supports
herself by working as a cook in Brook-
wood Labor college. An ardent socialist
and internationalist, she sees the rise
of fascism and nationalism as a dire
threat to the working class. To her,
social progress means a gradual de-
velopment toward a classless society.
After two weeks — fourteen such
breakfasts—I reached the conclusion
that lively breakfast discussions would
be a great addition to my Utopia.
CURRENT EVENTS
REVIEW
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
Following the resignation of General
Hugh S. Johnson as national recovery
administrator, comes Roosevelt's plan
j
to reorganize the N.R.A. The proposed
miniature government within the N. R.
A. is to consist of three boards, two of
which, the National Industrial Recov-
ery board of five members, and the
Policy Making committee also of five
members, have already been appointed.
The members of the judicial branch of
this new organization have not yet
been named. The President, however,
will still have the last word in N. R. A.
policies, as all new steps must meet
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constantly as to his extraordinary
points. The first scene portrays Ana-
tol's discomfiture when a lady-friend
of his does not remember his dynamic
personality after a three years' interim.
In the second scene Anatol is again
disillusioned when Annie, another lady,
at a supper at which he has planned
to jilt her, jilts him first. Although
there is humor, there is also real
pathos in Anatol's self-deception.
The third play, by A. A. Milne, is a
comedy, and directed by Margaret
Bouton, '35. The story concerns a
young woman who reveals to her young
landlord that she has jilted one of her
previous fiances because of the recep-
tion at the time of their supposed
elopement of two telegrams from him,
both reading "Have mumps. Writing.
Henry." Completely disillusioned by
the evident lack of the slightest bit of
originality in her eloping partner, she
decides to elope with the sympathetic
young landlord for a week, since her
previous fiance has married another
woman, and she must have a husband
to show off to him. This gay, light
comedy has the typical Milne dialogue,
whimsy, lightness of touch, and quick
motion.
There is no admission price for Pall
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A MOUNTAIN SETTLE-
MENT SCHOOL
by Pauline Ritchie, '38
Pauline Ritchie and her sister, Una Ritchie,
who graduated from Welles/, y a few years ago, are
great-granddaughters of "Uncle Solomon" Ever-
idge, who encouraged the "quare women" to bring
"book-lamin' " to the mountaineer folk of Knott
County, Kentucky, by founding the Hindman Set-
tlement School.
Hindman is a little town in Knott County in
the heart of the Kentucky mountains. It is approxi-
mately thirty miles from a railroad and only very
recently has a highway been constructed connecting
it with the world outside. In the early days "before
the road came through" the people were completely
isolated by the mountains and their world extended
no farther than the narrow valleys where they lived
and struggled and died. There were no schools.
Consequently they could obtain no knowledge of
what lay beyond the silent hills. Stories, songs, and
traditions had been handed down from their pioneer
ancestors. They were entirely absorbed in their own
little world. They had war among themselves—the
mountain feuds. They married young, toiled and
raised large families and died without complaint or
regret.
But one day a strange thing happened—a very
disturbing and curious thing. A wagon came rat-
tling into the little town of Hindman and in this
wagon there were five strange women. One of them
was May Stone, the enthusiastic leader who had
awakened her friends' interest in the mountain
people and who, in the following years, was to mean
so much to the mountaineers in and around the vi-
cinity of Hindman. The news circulated that the
women were going to start a school. The people
looked on with suspicion and curiosity and called
them "the quare women." Some of them were un-
friendly and resentful of the "furriners' " intrusion.
They wouldn't allow their children to "hang around
the quare women, gettin' quare notions in their
heads and a-readin' out of books when they could
be doin' somethin' useful." Others were more lib-
eral-minded. They were interested in the school.
They admired the strange women and wanted their
daughters to be like them.
The most interested and enthusiastic of all the
mountaineers was Solomon Everidge, a staunch,
greybearded old man who was grandfather many
times over. He was so attracted by the idea of
education that he trudged up the hill to the tents
with his grandchildren and very excitedly learned
with them the words in the little books. He wanted
the school to be permanent so he gave half of his
land to Miss Stone and her co-workers and also gave
his help in building frame houses to replace the tem-
porary tents.
The first year that the boarding school opened
there were only three buildings completely finished.
These were the girls' dormitory in which was the
kitchen and the dining room where the girls did
practically all the cooking as well as the housework,
and the boys' dormitory and the schoolhouse. The
boys' work consisted of farming and gardening and
caring for the grounds. The school soon became
widely known in the mountain regions. Parents
brought their children many weary miles over rough
mountain roads to see if they could secure a place
for them in the Settlement. There was not enough
room for all the applicants. Many organizations and
individuals (among them the Wellesley Service
Fund) grew interested in the mountain people and
gave welcome donations to the school. As the years
passed new dormitories were built; a hospital and
dairy were added. More children were taken in and
received better care. A high school building was
erected and also a building for classes in manual
training and home economics.
The school has struggled through many hard-
ships and days of discouragement, and although dur-
ing the last two years the struggle has been harder
and two of the dormitories have had to be closed, the
school is still kept up and the good work goes on.
Yenching In Wellesley
Some years ago, Wellesley Freshmen corres-
ponded with their "sisters across the sea'' at the
College for Women of Yenching University in China,
expressing vain hopes of some day meeting them
in person. This year, an honest-to-goodness product
of Yenching is taking the graduate course in physical
education at Wellesley, and is already probably
meeting too many Freshmen. . . . She is Miss Hui
Ching Lu, whom you see above, who graduated from
Yenching University last year, who is quite excited
over Wellesley, and who is more than enthusiastic
over Yenching.
Hui Ching began as a major in sociology but
was drawn into athletic and physical training
through her social work activities in connection with
starting classes in physical education and athletic
clubs for women and girls in the Peiping Y. M. C. A.,
and through her own talents in that line. She cred-
its her personal achievements to Yenching training,
but she is more modest about the former than the
latter. She did not volunteer the information her-
self, but upon investigation, we find she attended
the 7th, 8th and 9th Far Eastern Championship
games in which China, Japan, and the Philippines
participate, first as a member of the China girls'
volley-ball team, then as captain of that team, and
finally as manager of all the Chinese girl athletes.
We find also that she is a member of the Peiping
tennis team as well as the Yenching tennis cham-
pion. She has been a leader in athletics at Yenching
since her Freshman year, holding office in the col-
lege government as representative of athletics, and
as student head of the Department of Athletics, be-
sides being captain of the teams in tennis, volley-
ball, baseball and intra-mural basket ball, and head-
ing these various sports during her college career.
All these honors she deprecates modestly with the
explanation that such opportunities are offered quite
frequently to many girls.
Fewer reservations on the side of modesty are
in evidence when Hui Ching speaks of Yenching ath-
letics in general. About these she is ready to be
almost defiantly enthusiastic. Nevertheless, she
took pains to explain that perhaps the reason Yench-
ing girls always get the championship in Peiping
leagues as well as in the tournaments of the North
China provinces is because there are only five other
Universities in Peiping, and the Yenching girls are
the best trained, naturally.
The last year has seen many changes in Yench-
ing athletics and many improvements in physical
education. Where formerly there had been separate
athletic clubs, begun in 1930 when Hui Ching was
a Freshman, now an Athletic Association has been
formed out of these, a voluntary organization of the
students which is to be financed by themselves since
they expect a large membership and since the col-
iContinucd on Insert B, Cot. 1)
"HELP US TO HELP
THEM! "
Again Service Fund appeals to Wellesley fac-
ulty and students to help it keep up its work in these
times of great need. Not only generosity but so-
cial consciousness as well should respond to these
calls so that our college community may justify its
tranquil existence in a world so full of distress.
The Wellesley College Service Fund grew out of
the Community Chest movements during the war,
when Wellesley independently raised money for hos-
pital supplies and had the distinction of sending off
the first ambulance. It has expanded its scope to
include not only the assistance and relief of the
needy but also the support of constructive work
in education and the promotion of world friendship.
Unemployed and their children in the United States,
settlement schools for mountaineer folk and schools
for negro children in the South, schools for the
cnildren of immigrants and for American Indians
in the North and West, our "sister College" in China,
as well as many other foreign schools where young
people of many nations seek higher education to-
gether, and social service projects in the United
States and abroad are looking to the Wellesley Ser-
vice Fund for help in carrying on urgently needed
work.
This "Extra" is preliminary to a Service Fund
"drive" which begins next week, when every mem-
ber of the college will be asked to contribute as much
as she can to assist in this work. A list of the ap-
propriations made for the last year is printed to
show our supporters where their money went, while
more detailed and intimate accounts of some of these
projects have been written by girls who have had
personal contact with them.
Relief For The Unemployed
The Committee on Unemployment Relief re-





From October 16, 1933 to January 12, 1934,
567 operations were performed in the clinic which
Wellesley started in the factory town of Millville,
Mass., with 257 still needed. The dentist in charge
of the clinic writes:
"In consideration of the lack of dental
facilities in Millville, I find the children very
much in need of dental attention and treat-
ment or oral defects and I hope that this
work—made possible through the gracious-
ness and generosity of the contributors and
workers of the Wellesley Fund, will con-
tinue until these abnormalities have been
corrected."
The action of the Federal Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration in setting up a cooperative enterprise
among the unemployed in Millville in the form of a
factory where unemployed women find work in mak-
ing gay play suits for children which will be dis-
tributed to the families of the unemployed through-
out the state, is due largely to Miss Mary B. Treud-
ley of the Department of Economics and Sociology,
who called the attention of the State E. R. A. to the
work of the Wellesley Service Fund in Millville, and
thus influenced the Administration in placing the
factory there in recognition of Wellesley's activity.
Natick Citizens' Relief Committee
$550 was spent in supplying milk, cod liver oil
and other food for children in school, while $200
more bought blankets for needy families.
Lawrence City Mission
With the mills closed or working only part time,
the number of cases handled by this association, or-
ganized for constructive family ivlief, averages 150
a month. Last year our contribution helped a Lith-
uanian girl of sixteen who had to give up school
after three years in high school because of a gen-
eral collapse. Her father had been out of work or
working irregularly on an allowance of $4.00 a week
(Continued on Insert B, Col. 3>
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A School For Indian Boys
by E. Marion Roe Cloud, '38
Marion Roe Cloud's acquaintance with the
American Indian Institute is as first-hand as we can
get, since it is her father who founded and has di-
rect: d Hit school.
The American Indian Institute was founded in
1914 by Henry Roe Cloud, a full-blooded Indian him-
self, for the purpose of training young Indian boys
for Christian leadership among their own people as
well as elsewhere.
Wichita, Kansas, was chosen as the best center
for the school, since it was centrally located in the
heart of the United States and therefore in the most
convenient spot possible for Indian boys of all tribes.
Though it is a very small school, its influence
has been widespread and far-reaching. Until the
last year it was a high school, accredited by the
state of Kansas, with its own teaching staff. It has
never had an enrollment larger than sixty, though
many are denied admission each year because of
lack of room.
Beginning with last year, a new plan was un-
dertaken—that of sending the high school boys to
the public high schools of Wichita where many more
facilities and educational opportunities were avail-
able to them. In addition to the educational op-
portunities, the boys were placed in direct contact
and competition with white boys and girls, an ex-
perience which is invaluable in preparing for the
final adjustment which must be made when they
finish school.
At the American Indian Institute, emphasis
has always been placed on the value of obtaining
a higher education so that there have always been
college boys staying at the Institute and attending
one of the two universities in the city of Wichita.
Last year there were fifteen Indian boys attending
Wichita University and Friends University. The In-
stitute has the enviable distinction of having had
more graduates of college from its ranks than any
other Indian school.
Among the student body of usually fifty, there
are from seventeen to twenty tribes represented,
such as Navajoes, Puebloes, Cheyennes, Coman-
ches, Poncas, Cherokees, Chickasaws, Airapahoes,
Sioux, Winnebagoes, Pawnees, Chippewas, and
many others. Each student has his assigned tasks
about the buildings and grounds and thus obtains
a proper perspective in the scheme of daily living.
A well-balanced life is procured at the Institute, so
that the Indian boy returns to his tribe equipped
for his share in aiding his race's progress.
(Continued )rom Insert A. Col. 2)
lege is no longer able to finance it. Here there is a
sigh for the rather desperate financial situation in
which Yenching finds itself, and an appeal to its
sister college at Wellesley to help it erase its deficit.
Besides the intercollegiate tournaments, last
year the girls decided to emphasize an intra-mural
program, and so they started games between dormi-
tories, between classes, and even between dining
tables! Another innovation was the inauguration
of a "Health Week" with a definite program offered
to each student, and prizes to be awarded for charts
on health habits and for a "Queen of Posture." The
Freshman class in personal hygiene was recruited
to draw posters for the occasion. At the end of the
week, there were exhibitions by each physical edu-
cation class, which included every girl in the col-
lege. And, concludes Hui Ching, justly proud, lead-
ers in physical education, who happened to be visit-
ing Peiping during Yenching's Health Week, declared
that the demonstrations at the end of the week were
the best they had ever witnessed.
Djanfise Frasheri, who is beginning her
third year at the Pennsylvania Women's
Medical College in preparation for medical
service in her native Albania, writes to a
member of the Service Fund Committee:
"... The Medical College also is giving
me a scholarship of $200 for which I am more
than thankful for I Know in what financial
difficulties the school is. They seem to like
my work, and I am thrilled for it—not for
my own sake. bul for Wellesley's. If it
weren't for Welles! \ I would mwer have got-
ten to Medical School."
APPROPRIATIONS— 1 933-34
Unemployment
Boston Emergency Relief Campaign $200
Millville (Dental Clinic) 700
Natick Citizens' Relief Committee .... 550
148 Blankets 200
Wellesley Public Schools 100
Wellesley Friendly Aid 50
Lawrence City Mission 400
Cochituate Red Cross 100
Coal Areas Relief Committee 200
$2500
World Service
Consumers League of Massachusetts 25
Convalescent Home of the Children's
Hospital—Wellesley 100
International Student Committee 300
International Student Service 175
Migrant Community Work 65
National Armenian and Indian Relief 50
New England Grenfell Association .... 100
Bryn Mawr Summer School for Indus-
trial Workers 175
World Student Christian Federation 100
$1090
450
Scholarship for Djanfise Frasheri at
Medical School
Education
American Collegiate Institute at Smyr-
na 75
American Indian Institute, Kansas .... 50
American International College, Mass-
achusetts 100
Billings Polytechnic Institute, Mon-
tana 100
Ewha College, Korea 75
Hindman Settlement School, Kentucky 75
International Institute for Girls, Ma-
drid 100
Northland College, Wisconsin 100
Penn Normal and Agricultural School,
S. C 75
Piedmont College, Georgia 100
Pine Mountain Settlement School, Ken-
tucky 100
Santee Indian Institute, Nebraska .... 75
Tsuda College, Japan 25
Yenching University, Peiping 4000
$5050
Total $9090
A Summer At The Grenfell
Mission In Labrador
by Jean Arrowsmith, '35
At one of the scattered hamlets, where Sir Wil-
fred Grenfell went on his first trip to Labrador, a
man approached him hesitantly and asked, "Be you
a real doctor? Us hasn't got no money but there's
a sick man here if so be you'd come and see him."
The earth-covered hovel to which the man took
him horrified the young doctor. A man was dying
of pneumonia in the tiny room which had no equip-
ment but rude wooden bunks and a stove. In those
conditions the man had no chance for recovery. An
itinerant doctor could do little and there was no
hospital on the whole North Atlantic coast. After
that experience Sir Wilfred began his medical mis-
sion which has grown from a dispensary in the front
room of a fish shack to a chain of five hospitals and
four nursing stations placed at intervals of fifty
miles along the coast. In the summer the patients
come by dory and schooner, and in the winter by
dog team over the frozen land and sea.
It was impossible to confine the mission field to
medicine; mission workers wanted to help the so-
cial and economic development of the land. To that
end they have established an orphanage, a few
schools, lending libraries, and even cooperative
stores in an effort to substitute cash for barter. At-
tempts have been made to make agriculture a suc-
cess. Much is being done to develop the native arts
and home industries of the people. Under the mis-
sion industrial workers the women (make hooked
rugs, bedspreads and tapestries from old silk stock-
ings and odd bits of cloth which the mission collects
by the ton from generous friends. In payment for
their work the women purchase their family ward-
robes from the stores of cast-off clothing.
This remarkable work is possible only through
the steady effort and contributions of friends of the
Association. Wellesley has always been able to help
through Service Fund. This year when the depres-
sion is felt even in Labrador—any gift will be
appreciated.
InternationalInstitute In Spain
by Mary Elizabeth Stedman, '35
During he- .hum,, year in Spain Betty Stedman
teamed to knoio tin students of the International
Institute tor Girls in Madrid.
Sunny Spain
. . . Ever since as a little girl I
used gaily to build air castles with never a thought
for carpenters' bills. I have shared the common illu-
sion of Spain's eternal sunshine. But after two
years in Wellesley one develops, among other deep-
seated distrusts, a strong one against preconceptions
about foreign countries. So I banished mine and
arrived in Madrid last September with a new one
neatly formed
:
I expected it to be raining furious-
ly. But the rain, divining my thoughts, went into
hibernation (doubtless saving itself for Wellesley a
year later), and I walked down the sun-drenched
Castellana, the famous promenade of Madrid, and
actually had to take shelter in an open cafe under
a pine or a palm tree (they co-exist in Madrid).
The Smith College group with which I was as-
sociated lived in the Residencia de Senoritas (in
which the Service Fund has a deeply appreciated in-
terest) and learned Spanish in the most agreeable
manner possible—by talking it. The Residencia,
originally founded by Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick as
the International Institute for the higher education
of Spanish women, houses not only all kinds of for-
eign students—French, German, English, Moroccan,
Swedish, American—but also many Spanish girls
who help them to learn by talking with them at
meals. The foreign students are well scattered, so
that they must speak the language, or they will
have nothing to eat! The dormitories are modern
and well equipped, reflecting the same interest in
extreme modernistic furniture and design as the Uni-
versity of Madrid.
Pioneering and verb learning were amusingly
combined in the basket ball games we had with the
Spanish girls. It was our innovation so all the rules
had to be explained thoroughly and then had to be
repeated during the games, . . . and one must learn
to use the right imperative if one is to keep impul-
sive guards from annihilating the forwards, or un-
derhanded baskets from being scored as good!
Spanish life is really arranged with Sol as man-
aging director. We arose at eight, had breakfast,
and went to supplementary classes in the Residencia
from nine until eleven. Then we obediently stayed
indoors until lunch time. After the siesta we were
prepared for our regular classes—from five to eight
in the evenings. While we were thus employed, the
rest of Madrid went to the movies or to the theater,
or sat in cafes, or took its daily promenade. Then
one dines at nine-thirty or ten, and the evening
program begins at half past ten or eleven.
Blue sky . .
.
little brown donkeys half hidden
beneath baskets of wood, milk cans or vegetables
. .
.
heaps of oranges in the markets . .
. bare white
stucco or stone houses with black iron balconies
facing the street
. . . carnations .
. . small stands
with books, peanuts, neckties or crickets for sale
(the latter, sold in tiny cages, are valued for their
dulcet tones, and are so much cheaper than a piano)
. . .
the luxuriantly carved fascades of cross-tipped
churches
. . .
little olive-skinned, black-haired chil-
dren that could speak Spanish ever so much better
than we
. . .
the Prado museum, filled with students
and humbler people alike




civil guards with fixed bayonets (during
the riots) ... all these and more are part of the
throbbing capital of Spain in which it was our good
fortune to live for nine months.
(Continued from Insert A. Col. 3)
from the Department of Public Health. The moth-
er had heart trouble. Medical care was provided
for the mother, while the daughter was supplied
with clothes and entered Y. W. C. A. classes.
The sum of $400 was given in two installments
—the second one, sent in June, was used for relief
dining the summer months when the mills were very
quiet.
Relief in Coal Areas
The miners and their families are so destitute
that the government fund is not large enough to take
care of the whole problem. In 1933-34, there were
about 200,000 unemployed miners in the bituminous
coal fields. The Coal Areas Committee supplement
the government in giving relief and friendly ser-
vice in this stricken area.
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
STUDENT DISCUSSES
GERMAN SITUATION
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
were shot, Heidelberg maintained an
air of complete calmness. There were
no signs of disorder anywhere, no dis-
turbances in the street, no signs of
possible violence. The general feeling,
in Heidelberg, that is, was one of re-
newed faith in Hitler's integrity. It
was not until we read the English and
American newspapers that we realized
how grim and serious the situation had
really been.
Later, though, we learned that every
German was not an ardent Nazi. We
began to notice that all were not as
begeistert and enthusiastic as they had
seemed at first. Although I believe
that most of the peasants regard their
Fuhrer as a god and have attained a
feeling of content in their belief that
Germany is once again in the hands
of a great man, still it seems to me
that this attitude is scarcely true of
the educated classes.
"Yes, there are many things wrong
with our government," one Studentin
told me. "We realize that it is far
from perfect. But we must do some-
thing. You, too, are experimenting
with your N. R. A. We don't think
that Hitler is infallible or a god, but
we do believe that he is sincere. And
that is what we need—someone who
has faith in our country. ... It is get-
ting more and more difficult for a
woman to find a position or even get
DR. GILBERT A. CHANDLER
CHIROPODIST - PODIATRIST
(foot specialist)
Announces the opening of his office
Room 15, Clark's Block, Natick
OFFICE HOURS: 9:30 A. M. TO 5:00 P. M.
Evenings by appointment
Telephone Natick 688-M
an education here now. The number
of women students at the university is
limited. For instance, I am registered
here at Heidelberg as a regular student
and will take my degree in two or three
years. But my sister, who is just as
intelligent as I am, is not allowed to
enroll as a regular student. She may
attend as many of the lectures as she
wishes, but never will she be permitted
to take the examinations and get her
degree. ... . Why? Oh, various reasons."
It was especially interesting to notice
the changing student life in Heidel-
berg. Student life in the new Ger-
many is undergoing a change in ideals
and purposes and as a result one finds
a curious mixture of the new and the
old. Practically everyone continues the
ancient sport of dueling and there is
scarcely a student in Heidelberg who
hasn't at least one livid scar on his
left cheek. On the other hand, the
student life of former days which con-
sisted almost entirely of dueling, sing-
ing and drinking beer is frowned upon
and considered unsympathetic with the
new German ideals. Freiiuillig-
Arbeitsdienst takes its place—overnight
marches, work in the forests and so on.
Every student must serve.
Germany is a land of contrasts
—




deutsch" or "gegen die Arbeitslosigkeit
kampfen" written on banners strung
over the quaintest of villages. Ger-
many is an exciting enigma which no
one can understand—not even the
Germans themselves.
Gifts for Men
We are showing a group of
fine English leather goods.
Cbc ttligwam
Seiler Block 41 Grove St.
!! SUPPORT BARN !!
ATTEND "DRAMA AT INN1SH"
WITH THE ABBEY PLAYERS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 8
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"The Daring Young Man on the FlyingTrapeze"
WALTER O'KEEFE— IN PERSON— the man who made
this and other songs famous, brings his inimitable wit and
humor to the Camel Caravan as Master of Ceremonies.
And he promises, among other things, to introduce at least
one new song each week. Tune in on the Caravan and
see why he is one of the air's most popular entertainers.
YOU ARE INVITED!







ANNETTE HANSHAW— whose thrilling, vibrant
voice and sparkling personality have enthralled
radio audiences in the past, will be featured on the
new Caravan in the popular hit tunes of today and
yesterday. It's better than even money she will
soon be your A number 1 favorite radio songstress.
GLEN GRAY—whose CasaLoma Orchestra is noted
for its clever arrangements and smooth rhythms,
has played for over 200 important college dances.
Made radio history on the Camel Caravan last year.
Due to repeat this year! Always a favorite band in
almost every college vote.
TUNE IN! TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, and every following Tuesday andThursday evening over coast-to-coast WABC-Columbia network
10:00 P. M. Eastern Time
9:00 P. M. Central Time
8:00 P. M. Mountain Time
7:00 P. M. Pacific Time
THURSDAY
9:00 P. M. Eastern Time
8:00 P. M. Central Time
9:30 P. M. Mountain Time
8:30 P. M. Pacific Time
Copyright. 1031, It. J. Ri-ynolds Tobacco Company
Get a LUI with a Camel
!
W E L L E S L E Y COLLEGE NEWS
CALENDAR
Thursday. Oct. 1: 4:00 - 6:00 P. M.
Agora, Phi Sigmn and Tnu Zetn Epsilon
houses open to all juniors and seniors.
Friday, Oct. 5: «8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Professor Hughes of the Depart-
ment of English Literature will lead.
•7 MO P. M. Tnu Zeta Epsilon house.
Meeting of the Wellesley College Forum.
Professor Oonnan will speak on her ex-
periences in Germany during the past
summer.
Saturday, Oct. 6: # 8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. President Pendleton will lend.
Sunday, Oct. 7: •11:00 A. M. Memorial
Chapel. Preacher, Rev. Henry P. Van
Dusen, Union Theological Seminnry, New
York City.
•7 ::10 P. M. Tower Court. All College
Vespers. Rev. Van Dusen will speak.
(Christian Association.)
Monday, Oct. 8: •8:15 A. M. Room 24,
Founders Hall. Current Events. Professor
Curtis of the Department of History will
speak on "The Senate Investigates the
Munitions Racket."
•8:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. The Abbey
Theatre players will present "Drama nt
Iniiish" by Lennox Robinson. Tickets. $1.00.
on snle at ticket booth, first floor, Green
Hall. Oct. 3, 8:10 - 4:30; Oct. 4, 8:40 -
8:80; Oct. B, 8:40 - 12:30; Oct. 8. 8:40 -
12:30; and nt the box office the night of
the performance. (Barnswallows Associa-
tion.)
Tuesday. Oct. 9: «8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Lindsay of the Department
of Botany will lead. First day of Service
Fund drive.
Wednesday, Oct. 10: «8:16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chnpel. Dr. Boynton Merrill, n trustee
of the College, will lead.
•7:30 P. M. Art Lecture Room. Misi
Edith C. Johnson of the Department of
English Composition will give a memorinl
lecture on Lamb and Coleridge in observ-
ance of the centenary of their deaths.(Department (if English Composition.)
NOTES: 'Wellesley College Art Museum.
Exhibition of students' work.
•Wellesley College Library. South Hall.
Exhibition of original autograph letters and
first editions to commemorate the centenary
of the deaths of Samuel Taylor Coleridge
and Charles Lamb.
North Hall. Bookbindings of the fifteenth
to the nineteenth centuries.





We begin with the right
kinds of mild ripe Domestic
tobaccos. Then we age and
mellow them like rare wines
for flavor and taste.
Aromatic Turkish tobaccos
Next we add just the right
kinds and the right amounts
of Turkish tobaccos to give
Chesterfield the "seasoning"
that helps to make them taste
better.
Blended and cross-blended
Finally we "weld" these
tobaccos together the Chest-
erfield way— different from
any other—to make Chester-










KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK
nrAiMYHMToSAaoCo.
Ji takes good things to
make good things . . there is no
substitute for mild ripe tobacco
